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goal is to defeat all 8 badges, and defeat champion mizzy and take his title! unfortunentely there is
someone trying to ruin your plans, team corrupt works for their leader to create the ultimate power
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who works for the professor to complete the research that they werent able to set out and do. along the

way you meet many new faces, rivals, friends, and even returning people! your goal is to defeat all 8
badges, and defeat champion mizzy and take his title! unfortunentely there is someone trying to ruin your

plans, team corrupt works for their leader to create the ultimate power generator to summon arceus,
dialga, and palkia! the professor suggests you should track down the mythical pokemon, mew, to counter

their plans!
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On Friday, April 20, 2013 at
12:07am, about five minutes
before midnight, Cat Shines
begin to rain on Lake Lapcat,
and a rainstorm begins. [118]

All kittens and Neko Parents on
Lake Lapcat, including Bowser

Jr. and his Junior Clown Car,
become corrupted. Fury

Bowser appears in front of the
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SUN, and begins to rampage
around the lake, as this

happens, the strength of the
radiation from the Fury Sun
begins to damage the cats

power. Fury Bowser rams the
lighthouse, and Mario grabs

Bowser Jr. and runs back to the
top of the lighthouse. [119] In
the following hours, the police

are able to control the area
and provide security for Mario,
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who had been responsible for
the safety of Bowser Jr. [120] A

wave of additional badges,
similar to those worn by the
police officers from earlier in
the day, begins to appear on

Lake Lapcat. Several MarioKart
racers are seen from afar, and
when the Racers reach Lake

Lapcat, they too become
corrupted and begin to attack

Mario, Bowser Jr., and the
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Neko Parents. [121] A coin
collection event draws a lot of
Neko Parents to a rough, tiny
area of Lake Lapcat, to the

point that several top Cats are
out of the water, forcing them
to stand on land, and the area
becomes uncontrollable. [122]
They all had different names,
and Bowser's Fury didn't have

any of those - it was just
Bowser. However, the full
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name was something like "The
Official Game of the 2013

Trivia Bowls®", which also had
an accompanying website with
a few more details, though it

didn't have any screenshots or
videos. And the release date
was earlier in the year than
Bowser's Fury in May, which

seemed to be the earliest
video game was released for

the Wii U. 5ec8ef588b
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